ClonAR enables users to rapidly clone and edit real-world objects. First, real-world objects can be scanned using KinectFusion. Second, users can edit the scanned objects in our visuo-haptic Augmented Reality environment. Our whole pipeline does not use mesh representation of objects, but rather Signed Distance Fields, which are the output of KinectFusion. We directly render Signed Distance Fields haptically and visually. We do direct haptic rendering of Signed Distance Fields, which is faster and more flexible than rendering meshes. Visual rendering is performed by our custombuilt raymarcher, which facilitates realistic illumination effects like ambient occlusions and soft shadows.
INTRODUCTION
Our vision was to enable users to rapidly clone and edit real-world objects through our prototype ClonAR. Cheaply scanning realworld objects has become possible through Microsoft's KincetFusion [4] . Users can then edit the scanned objects in our visuo-haptic Augmented Reality (AR) environment: cloned objects can be observed through a head-worn display (HWD) and edited with haptic feedback through the haptic device. The ability to rapidly deform real-world objects has many applications, including artistic works, home improvement, plastic surgery previews; potentially any modelling task currently performed by 3D computer modeling software can be augmented by our method. Our prototype could also be applied to medical training. With the ability to clone objects in real * e-mail: michael.csongei@gmail.com † e-mail: hoald001@mymail.unisa.edu.au ‡ e-mail: ueck@net-labs.de § e-mail: chris.sandor@gmail.com time, medical students could be given the ability to perform surgery training on spontaneously scanned body parts. AR applications traditionally render polygon meshes; however convincing interactive deformations of meshes are difficult to achieve. Instead, our whole pipeline does not use mesh representation of objects, but Signed Distance Fields (SDFs), the output of KinectFusion. SDFs are directly rendered haptically, for faster and greater flexibility over rendering meshes, and visually facilitating realistic illumination effects.
IMPLEMENTATION
An overview of our software architecture is provided in Figure 2 . For marker-based computer vision we used a Canon VH2007 HWD. The framework used is MR Platform [7] providing hand masking and preprocessing of video data. For haptic rendering, we used a Phantom Omni. A Kinect, using KinectFusion [4] , is used to capture models. The resulting Truncated SDFs (TSDFs) is then converted into two SDFs buffers; one optimized for haptic rendering, the other for visual rendering. Deformations including addition and subtraction of shapes can be performed upon implicit surfaces, through solid constructive geometry operations [5] . Our system is running on a single computer with an Intel i7 3.20 GHz, 6 Gigabytes of RAM running Windows XP 64bit. We utilize two 1 Gigabyte memory GTX 560 graphics cards, one for model capture, and the other for the visual rendering. 
Haptics
Our haptic rendering method is based on the god object algorithm [8] . Salisbury and Tarr [6] have optimized the concept of Surface Contact Point (SCP) for implicit surface functions. The concept of a seed point is introduced for finding the closest point on the surface. They applied the Lagrange multiplier to find the more precise SCP, which reduces the distance between the seed point and the point on the surface of volume. In our implementation for SDFs, firstly we calculate the distance from tool tip position to the surface that is determined by the SDFs. The gradient is computed by sampling the SDF for six points around the contact point. Applying the solution from Salisbury and Tarr [6] for implicit surfaces, we derive the closest point, or SCP, of the tool tip on the surface. Once the SCP is found, the spring-damper model is used to compute the force vector. The viscosity coefficient has been used to minimize the oscillation of force vector:
where F is the force vector, k is the stiffness, p c is the surface contact point coordinate, p t is the tool tip coordinate, b is the viscosity coefficient, and V is the tool tip velocity.
Raymarching
Raytracing algorithms mimic the traversal of light rays from the camera into a scene. Performing raytracing in real time requires efficient ray-surface intersection computations [2] . Traditional raytracing uses intersect comparisons against scenes described with primitive 3D objects. Raymarching or sphere tracing, in contrast, traverses into the scene by the distance to the closest object, reducing the intersection computations. The distance marched is calculated by solving implicit surface functions that describe the scene [2] . Raymarching implicit surface volumes have been used for displacement mapping [1] achieved in real time using parallelization. Using implicit surface volumes provides the ability to deform and alter the models in real time through solid constructive geometry [5] .
Raytracing algorithms have computational independence for each ray, making them perfect for parallelization. Our approach is based upon parallelized GPU based raymarching algorithms for SDFs [5] . Visual effects such as ambient occlusion, reflections, refractions, and dynamic soft shadows, are difficult to simulate using other rendering algorithms, but are a natural result of raytracing algorithms.
An overview of the different lighting components used in our system are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) diffuse and (b) specular, show standard lighting effects. Figure 3 (c) soft shadows and (d) ambient occlusion, show advanced lighting effects, which require raymarching to be performed in real time. Using advance lighting, including dynamic shadows, has shown an increase in immersion for mixed reality applications [3] .
We have presented our prototype for the rapid clone and redesign of real-world objects. After models have been scanned, they are visually and haptically rendered. Using SDFs enables us to deform our reconstructed models in real time. Direct haptic rendering of SDFs results in faster and increased flexibility over mesh rendering. Our raymarcher has the ability to produce advanced lighting effects, improving immersion.
For future work we plan to extend our application to capture models in real time. We also plan to increase the detail of captured models within our system, by using color textures and deduce haptic material properties from the visual appearance of the model. We propose porting our raymarcher to NVidia Optix to achieve increased performance with larger volumes, higher model resolution, and boost rendering quality. Further plans for our system include using multiple deformation objects, primitive shapes, or customized shapes from scanned objects. We also consider printing the deformed model with a 3D printer.
Real time deformation of real-world objects can be applied to many applications. We intend to focus on extending 3D modeling packages with our technique.
